LOCAL AGGREGATION

LOST GAME

HUBS DROP SECOND GAME AFTER HARDEST FIGHT YET SEEN AT WYLIE

In the fastest game of baseball that Hub City fans have ever witnessed, at Wylie park yesterday the Aberdeen Greens went down to defeat before the St. Paul Gophers by the score of 9 to 8. The game was marked all
through by errors and by wonderful fielding on both sides. Both sides were "on their toes" every minute of play and were in the game to win. Several triple and double plays made the exhibition appear as exciting as a league game but the experience and team play, which the colored men showed was too much for the local boys.

The features of the game for Aberdeen were the base running of Bob Welsh and the hitting of Ed Birdsey, who got three singles out of four times at the bat. Lanagan at left field for the Hubs played league ball all the way through and young Schievers on the mound for the Greens was in fine form.

Bing at third for the Gophers was
a lone star at hitting ability and his opportune hitting did much to win the game for the St. Paul aggregation.

A good crowd was in attendance and the ball players are rather disgusted by the fact that the rooters seem to be rather unfair to the home team. Aberdeen has one of the fastest aggregations in the amateur game in the state and if the enthusiasts that attend the games were real boosters and fans they would root for the home team.

The battery for the Hub team was Burckhard and Scheifers, and Hartman, and for the Gophers was Williams and Marshall.